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l'UllI.IC UTII.ITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COMMISSION ADVISORY 
AND COMPLIANCE DIVISION 
Energy Branch 

RESOLUTION G-2770 
January ?8, 1988. 

RESOLUTION G-2770, SOUTHERN CALIfORNIA GAS COMPANY 
REQUESTING APPROVAl. OF A GAS TRANSMISSION SERVICE CONTRACT 
WITH HARBOR COGENERATION COMPANY FOR ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY 
USE; DY ADVICE LETTER 1746, FILEO NOVEMBER 5, 1987. 

SUMMARY 

By Advice Letter No. 1746, filed Novcnber 5, 1987 southern 
California Gas company (SoCa1) submitted for approval a 15 
year Gas Transmission Service Contract with Harbor 
cogeneration company (Harbor) in accordance with Decision 
(D.) 86-12-009 and Rate Schedule GLT, Long Term 
Transportation of Customer-Owned Gas. 

BACKGROUnD 

1. SoCal Rate Schedule GLT is applicabl~ to long-tern 
transportation of customer-owned natural gas for use in 
Fnhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) facilities as provided by 
Decision 86-12-009, including gas used for combined 
EOR/cogeneration facilities and under the terms of a 
negotiated Gas Transnission service Contract. 
Transportation service under this schedule is limited to 
volumes equal to or in excess of 250,000 therns per year to 
each customer's prenises as defined in SoCal's Rule No.1, 
Definitions. 

2. The rate schedule provides that the utility and customer 
shall negotiate a transmission rate, a customer Charge and 
an appropriate escalation factor to be stated in the Gas 
Transmission service contract. A separate priority charge 
may be negotiated, a Demand Char~e component also may be 
included. The negotiated transmlssion rate shall be set 
neither below the floor rate (short-lerm marginal cost) nor 
above the ceiling, default rate (long-term marginal cost). 
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3. Tho rate also ..,ill inolude any applioablo taxes, fees, 
regulatory surcharqes, intra-or-intorstato pipolino charges 
imposed as a result of transporting gas under tho schedule. 
In the event customer d~livers moro or less gas into the 
utility systen than it accepts on redelivery, such 
imbalances shall be specifically provided for in the 
contract. 

4. To renew the terms Qf service under the service 
contract, notice from the customer is required at least 
fifteen days prior to the expiration of the existing 
contract, and renewal is subject to available capacity on 
the utility system as deternined by the utility. At the end 
of the initial term, the original rate ..,ill be revised to an 
appropriate negotiated rate at the time of renewal. 

5. Customers nay receive service nndel" the GLT schedule (a) 
separately or (b) in combination with an applicable sales 
rate schedule. Where service is rendored under (b), a 
separate monthly customer charge shall be applicable for 
service under each schedule. If service is rendered under 
(a), the customer must still meet the terns and conditions 
of the customer's otherwise applicable sales rate schedule. 

6. Harbor Cogeneration cOlllpany, an affiliate of union 
pacific Resources Company of Colorado, is engaged in 
Enhanced oil Recovery (EOR) in the J~s Angeles Basin. The 
initial volumes to be transported will he 240,OO() therrns per 
day for cOlllbined EOR cogeneration stcaroflood use at a single. 
location. The contract term is for 15 years; the. negotiated 
rate is 3.675¢ per therrn with an escalation factor of 3\ to 
5\. 

PROTEST BY DRA 

1. The California Public utilities commission (CPUC) 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) filed a protest 
November 25, 1987 to soCa)'- ~dvice Letter No. 1746, 
declaring that the contract terms put both soCal and its 
ratepayers at significant risk. ORA objects to the Harbor 
contract's lack of a transnission fuel use clause, and the 
contract tern of 15 years in conjunction with a 3\ to 5\ 
rate escalation factor, without a contract negotiation 
reopener clause. 

2. ORA contrasts the Harbor contract with pacific Gas & 
Electric Company's (PG&E) recently filed EOR contracts under 
Advice Letter 1435-G (see Resolution G-2765, approved 
Dece~er 17, 1987.) stating that PG&E, on the other hand, 
appears to have Wnegotiated a fair contract that protects 
itself, the customer and ratepayers.w 
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3. ORA states that tho lack of a fuel use factor causes 
soCal to bo responsiblo for providing the necessary 
incremental ~lel used to doliver tho transported gas to th~ 
custo~er. -By not charging the customer for fuel in kind or 
as a function of the system average cost of gas, SoCal puts 
all other ratepayers at risk for its gas buying ability, and 
disadvantages ratepayers who cannot get similar terms in 
their transportation 3greenents. The risk cornes from the 
variable percentage of the transportation rate fuel costs 
comprise.-

4. ORA states that if fuel prices remain at tho current 
level, the incremental fuel usc costs will decline over 
time. But, they argue that, -if gas prices rise the fuel 
component will increase dramatically and will likely vary 
significantly fron month to month over the life of the 
contract.- If this situation occurs, the fuel use for 
transporting the gas could erode the transportation rate to 
a level approaching, or going below the floor rate of 1¢ per 
therm (short-run marginal cost). ORA attaches a table to 
demonstrate the effects of escalating fuel use costs under 
the negotiated terms of the Harbor contract (see Attachment 
A). 

5. Additionally, ORA contends that the contract 3\ to 5\ 
escalation rate tied to SoCal's margin and not to inflation, 
could result in a transportation rate much lower than the 
cost of serving this customer. They statQ that if Socal's 
margin is affected by groater than 5\ inflation, despite 
efforts to control margin growth, the risk of serving Harbor 
causes considerable concern. They state that this effect is 
evon greater in consideration of fuel costs, which tend to 
rise faster than inflation. 

6. DRA recommends that a sound long-term contract should 
contain a contract repoener clause to provide SoCal an 
opportunity to adjust the contract rate to reflect the 
effects of its actions and the results of chang~s it has no 
control over. 

SQCAL'S RESPONSE TO PROTEST 

1. SoCal responds to the DRA protests, charging that in 
each instance, nthe Harbor contract falls well within 
adopted Cornnission policies for the EOR market, while ORA 
recommendations directly conflict with those policies.-

2. Regarding the cost of fuel use, SOCal cites Decision 
(D.) 86-12"009,(pp65-66) stating that the Commission 
authorized the utilities to negotiate rates with all noncore 
customers down to a floor of short-run marginal cost, and 
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that -negotiated EOR ratos could conceivablY approach tho 
variable cost of transniBsion currently eBtl~ated at l¢ per 
therm.- They argue that -by definition, tho 'variable cost 
of transmission' includes the cost of fuel (use).
Thereforo, if they included a separate char g e for fuel use 
in their contracts, they would be iwposing a second charqo 
for incremental fuel use. 

1. SoCal continues by stating that -EOR revenues are 
strictly increnental, and none of the costs of utility 
service are allocated to the EOR narkot. Thereforo, EOR 
revenues above variable cost constitute pure benefit to 
other ratepayers with no risk of imposing additional costs.-

4. In response to the ORA argument that the Harbor contract 
imposes a risk of rising fuel costs on other ratepayers, 
soCal states that -as long as thp. negotiated EOR rate is 
above the variable cost floor (l¢ per therm), the contract 
imposes no risk on other ratepayers.-

5. Regarding the ORA protest of the Harbor contract 
escalation rate, socal cites O. 85-12-102 (p. 25b) which 
states -this escalation rato will be limited to a range of 
three to five percent- and further that it will be 
wescalated by changes in the utilities' margin in subsequent 
years.-

6. In response to the ORA complaint that the contract 
should have a clause allowing for periodic reopening of the 
contract terns, SoCal cites o. 86-12-009 (p. 68) arguing 
that the Commission authorizes that EOR contracts -having 
terns of 5, 10, 15 or even 20 years may be necessary to 
satisfy their service needs" and that "the utilities May 
need to secure a 'pricing premium' to respond to the 'added 
risks' of such long-term contracts, but nowhere does it 
mention a reopener clause." 

7. soCal adds that they have included a 50\ take-or-pay 
requirement rather than a reopener clause to respond to the 
risk of a 15-year contract, as suggested by the Commission 
in D. 85-12-102. 

DISCUSSION 

1. The Coronission segregated EOR cllstoners from other 
ratepayers in Decision 85-12-102, allowing the utilities the 
negotiating flexibility they required to meet the needs of 
their EOR customers and to neet the competition of the 
interstate pipeline proposals. The Commission limited the 
escalation rate to a range of three to ~ive percent, but 
added further that the "utilities will ba free to negotiate 
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any typo of appropriate escalation factors (such an an 
escAlation indox basad on changos in field crude oil pricos) 
or other rato provisions as appropriate tor EOR customers." 

2. 0.85-12-102 also stated that "should a negotiated rate 
ever become less than the floor described above (3¢ per 
thorm at the time), shareholders will be at risk for naking 
up the deficiency." And, Finding 54 (at p.46) states: itA 
50\ tako-or-pay provision is a reasonable condition to all 
long-term transportation agreements in order to encourage 
transportation customers to transport their own qas for the 
entire life of their contract.'" 

3. D.85-12-102 set contract term mini~ums at 5 years, 
envisioning contracts up to even 20 years. No conditions 
were placed on the utilities to establish contract 
reopeners, but instead, the utilities were urged to 
negotiate the best terms possible with this new, emerging 
market. 

4. In an 'continuing effort to support the utilities in 
negotiating EOR contracts at substantially competitive rates 
to the extent that the EOR custoners would be retained on 
the utility systems and the utilities would avoid the threat 
of bypass, the Commission determined that all EOR revenues 
were to be treated as increnental. D. 86-12-009 established 
that the floor for this market was 1¢ per thermo 0.87-05-
046 changed the incentive mechanism established in 0.85-12-
102[1] to reflect the lower floor rate of l¢ per thel~, 
allocating revenues above the floor rate 5\ to shareholders 
and 95\ to ratepayers. 

5. The implementation decision D.87-12-039 resolves the 
final issue whether or not incremental fuel use is included 
in the calculation of short-run mar9inal costs, or, the 
floor rate. The soCal cost Allocat1on Summary in 0.87-12-
039 (p.80) identifies Franchise and Uncollectibles, Company 
Use Gas, and (L~st and Unaccounted For Gas) in the 
development of the short-run marginal cost methodology. The 
inclusion of Company Use Gas within this calculation 
establishes that the incremental gas used for transport has 
been considered in the floor rate. 

6. The staff of the Com~ission Advisory and Compliance 
Division (CA&CD) has reviewed the terms of SoCal's Harbor 

1 Based on 3¢ per therrn, the incentive mechanism applied to 
amounts collected above 3¢ per the~, allocating 25\ of any 
overage to shareholders and 75\ to ratepayers. 
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EOR contract and has detorroinod that it is in compliance 
with commission Deoisions 85-12-102, 86-12-009, 87-05-046 
and 
87-12-039. 

7. Public notification of these filings has been made by 
nailing copies of the advice letter to other utilities, 
governmental agencies, and to all interested parties who 
requested them. 

8. No other protests were received regarding this advice 
filing. 

9. Based on ChCD review of the filing, including the 
protests and SoCa1 Gas' response, the Comnission concurs 
with soCal Gas' advice letter and with the response to the 
protests. 

10. The major concern raised by ORA is that the general body 
of ratepayers not subsidize service to EOR customers. This 
concern apparently precipitated from 0.81-03-044, which 
lowered noncore ceiling rates from unscaled replacement cost 
down to erobedded cost. By lowering ceiling rates, the 
comnission did not intend to suggest that soCal or PG&E 
would be expected to recover revenues fron EOR custoners 
based on full embedded cost. Such a requirement would be 
contrary to the Commission's conmittment to provide reliable 
and competitive service to the EOR market. 

11. The EOR narket is attractive because it represents 
increnental load at a time when SoCal and PG&E have excess 
capacity to serve this load. As long as the rates 
negotiated with EOR custoners exceed the marginal cost of 
service, all ratepayers will benefit from the additional 
contribution to cover the utilities' fixed cost. The adage 
that ·some margin is better than none· explains why the 
floor was set at a rate equal to short-run marginal cost in 
D.86-12-009. It also explains the Commission's opposition 
before FERC regarding the certification of a new interstate 
pipeline to serve the EOR narket. serving the incremental 
EOR market with the utilities' eXistin? facilities can bo 
positive for ratepayers because there 1S no subsidy flowing 
to the EOR market, as long as rates exceed the marginal cost 
of service. 

12. In 0.86-12-009, the commission required the utilities to 
file all long-term contracts (contracts with terms of five 
years or ~ore) with the commission for approval by advice 
letter. This procedure was instituted to protect ratepayers 
from some of the risks inherent in long-term contracts that 
offer pricing certainty. It also affordo the Commission 
with the opportunity to assure that all long-term contracts 
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aro consistent with tho guidelines established in 0.86-12-
009 and 0.86-12-010. Tho COMmission has reviewed the 
Socal/Harbor contract to see that it meots tho 90neral 
guidolines established in D.86-12-009. But, thiA roview 
should not insulato utilities from their responsibility to 
negotiate reasonable long~term contracts in the interest of 
all utility ratepa¥ers. The Commission has stated in D.86-
12-009 that the utilities bear some of the risks of 10n9-
term contracts and aro responsible for negotiating contracts 
that are consistent ~ith narket realities (0.86-112-009 at 
mimeo pp. 41-42). 

13. ORA states its concern over the 3\ to 5\ escalation 
factor, the 15 year contract term, and the treatment of fuel 
and line losses. The Comnission finds particular merit in 
ORA's comments regarding fuel and line losses, and reopener 
provisions due to substantially changed circumstances. 
However, while ORA's points are well taken, the Commission 
believes that on balance, the SoCal Harbor contract is 
reasonable in light of current market conditions and the 
importance of serving the EOR market. 

14. As discussed above, the fact that the negotiated 3.675 
cent/therm rate is below erobedded cost does not indicate 
that it is unreasonable. The negotiated rate is clearly 
above the 1 cent/therm floor established in 0.86-12-009. 
The commission believes that the negotiated rate bears a 
reasonable relationship to current market conditions and 
will provide ratepayers with significant marqin contribution 
over the life of the contract. 

FINDINGS 

1. The enhanced oil recovery market currently represents 
the largest new market for natural gas in California. 

2. It is reasonable for socal Gas to provide sel~ice to 
Harbor under the terms and conditions of this contract to 
maintain sales at competitive natural gas prices, in 
accordance with Decision 86-12-009. 

3. We find that said agreements comply with our guidelines 
for long-term gas transportation rates, therefore, 
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IT IS ORDERED, that: 

1. Southern California Gas Company is authorized, 
under the provi$ions of PUblio utilities Code 
sections 491 and 532, to enter into the agreements 
with Harbor cogeneration coropany for the 
transportation of natural gas as submitted by Advice 
Letter 1746-G. 

2. southern California Gas shall be required to 
furnish data to establish the volunes, price, and 
priority used for this contract, and the contribution 
to margin from this contract annually, and at the 
time of each revision in the transportation rate, 
beginning sixty (60) days after the first such 
revision in rates. This information shall be sent to 
the Chief of the Energy Branch, Commission Advisory 
and Compliance Division. 

3. Advice letter 1746 and the accompaning 
agreement shall be narked to show that they were 
approved by Commission Resolution G-2770. 

4. This Resolution shall be served on all parties 
to the cow~ission's ongoing Rate Design proceedings 
in 011 86-06-005 and OIR 86-06-006. 

5. This Resolution is effective today. 

I certify that this Resolution was adopted by the public utilities 
comnission at its regular meeting of January 28,' 1988~ j The 
following Commissioners approved it: .. 

SfANLEY W. HULETT 
Pr~idcnt 

DONALD VIAL 
FREDERICK R DUDA 
G. MITCUELL WILK 
JOHN B. OHANIAN 

(".(Immissio~rs 

~1Ii.~.-Executiye Dlr:~ctor 
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PUDI.Ie UTII.1TIES COMMISSION O}O' rj'UE 51'ATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COMMISSION ADVISORY 
AND COMPLIANCE DIVISION 
Energy nranch 

RESOLUTION G-2770 
JanualY 28, 1988. 

RESOLUTION G-2"110, SOUTHERN CALIFORlHA GAS COMPANY 
REQUESTING APPROVAL or A GAS TRANSMISSION SERVICE CONTRA~r 
WITH HARBOR COGENERATION COMPANY FOR ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY 
USEf DY ADVICE LETTER 1746, PILED NOVEMBER 5, 1987. 

SUKJY\RY 

By Advice Letter No. 1146, filed November 5, 1981 southern 
california Gas Co:rtpany (SoCal) submitted for approval a 15 
year Gas Tr~nsm)sslon scrvico contract with Harbor 
cogeneration company (Harbor) in accordanco with Decision 
(0.) 86-12-009 and Rate Schedule GI.T, 1..0)19 'l'crm 
Transportation of customer-Owned Gas. 

BhCKGJWUND 

1. SoCal Rate schedule GLT is applicable to long-tern 
transportation of cnstorner-owned natural gas for use in 
Enhanced oil Recovery (EOR) facilities as provided by 
Decision 86-12-009, including gas used for combined 
EORjcogeneration facilities and under the terms of a 
negotiated Gas Transmission Service contract. 
Transportation service under this schedule is limited to 
volumes equal to or in excess of 250,000 therros per year to 
each customer's prenises as defined in SoCal's Rule No.1, 
Definitions. 

2. Tho rate schedule provides that the utility and customer 
shall negotiate a transmission rate, a customer Charge and 
an appropl- iate escalation factor to be stated in the Gas 
Trc1T,sroission Service contract. A separate priority charge 
Aay be negotiated, a Demand Charge co~ponent also may be 
included. The negotiated transmission rate shall be set 
neither below the floor rate (shor.t-term marginal cost) n6r 
above the ceiling, default rate (long-term marginal cost). 
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3. The rate also will include any applicablo taxes, fees, 
regulatory surcharqcs, intra-or-interstato pipeline charges 
imposed as a resu) t of transpol,ting gas under the schedulo. 
In the event customer delivers more or less gas into tho 
utility system than it accepts on redelivery, such 
imbalances shall be specifically provided for in the 
contt'act. 

4. To renew the terms of service under the service 
Contract, notice fro~ the customer is required at l~ast 
fifteen days prior to the expiration of the existing 
contract, and renewal is subject to available capacity on 
the utility system as deternlned by tho utility. At the end 
of the initial term, the original rate will be revised to an 
appropriate negotiated rate at the time of renewal. 

5. customers nay receive service under the GLT schedule (a) 
separately or (b) in combination with an applicable sales 
rate schedule. Where service is rendered under (b), a 
separate monthly customer charge shall be applicable for 
service under each schedule. If service is rendered under 
(a), the customer must still meet the terms and conditions 
of the customer's otherwise applicable sales rate schedule. 

6. Harbor cogeneration Company, an affiliate of Union 
pacific Resources Company of colorado, Is engaged in 
Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) in the J~s Angeles nasin. The 
initial volumes to be transported will be 240,000 therms per 
day for combined EOR cogeneration stea~flood use at a single 
location. The contract term is for 15 years; the negotiated 
rate is 3.615¢ per thcrm with an escalation factor of 3\ to 
5\. 

PROTEST BY ORA 

1. The California PUblic utilities conmission (CPUC) 
oivision of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) filed a protest 
November ?5, 1987 to Socal's Advice Letter No. 1746, 
declaring that the contract terms put both SoCal and its 
ratepayers at significant risk. ORA objects to the Harbor 
contract's lack of a tranSMission fuel use clause, and the 
contract term of 15 years in conjunction with a 3\ to 5% 
rate escalation factor, without a contract negotiation 
reopener clause. 

2. ORA contrasts the Harbor contract with pacific Gas & 
Electric Company's (PG&E) recently filed EOR contracts under 
Advice Letter 1435-G (see Resolution G-2765, approved 
December 11, 1981.) stating that PG&E, on the other hand, 
appears to have "negotiated a fair contract that protects 
itself, the customer and ratepayers.n 
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3. ORA states that the lack of a fuel use factor cauoes 
SoCal to bo responsiblo for provlding the necossary 
incremental fuel used to deliver the transported gas to the 
custoner. #By not charging the customer for fuel in kind or 
as a function of the systeiu average cost of gas, soCal puts 
all other ratepayers at risk for its gas buying ability, and 
disadvantages ratepayers who cannot get similar terms in 
their transportation agreements. The risk comes from the 
variable percentage of the transportation rat~ fuel costs 
comprise." 

4. ORA states that if fuel prices remain at the current 
level, the incremental fuel use costs will decline over 
time. But, they argue that, "it <Jas prices riso tho fuel 
component will increase dramatically and will likely vary 
significantly fron month to month over the life of the 
contract." If this situation occurs, the fuel use for 
transporting the gas could erOde the transportation rate to 
a level approaching, or going below the floor rate of l¢ per 
therrn (short-run marginal cost). ORA attaches a table to 
demonstrate the effects of escalating fuel use costs under 
the negotiated terms of the Harbor contract (see Attachment 
A) • 

5. Additionally, ORA contends that the contract 3% to 5\ 
escalation rate tied to SoCal's narqin and not to inflation, 
could result in a transportation rate nuch lower than the 
cost of serving this custoRer. They state that if SoCal's 
margin is affected by greater than 5\ inflation, despite 
efforts to control margin growth, the risk of serving Harbor 
causes considerable concern. They state that this effect is 
even greater in consideration of fuel costs, which tend to 
rise faster than inflation. 

6. DRA recommends that a sound long-term contract should 
contain a contract repoener clause to provide SoCal an 
opportunity to adjust the contract rate to reflect the 
effects of its actions and the results of changes it has no 
control over. 

SOCAL'S RESPONSE TO PROTEST 

1. soCal responds to the DRA protests, charqing that in 
each instance, "the Harbor contract falls well within 
adopted comnission policies for the EOR market, while DRA 
recommendations directly conflict with those policies." 

2. Regarding the cost of fuel use, soCal cites Decision 
(D.) 86-12-009,(pp65-66) stating that the commission 
authorized the utilities to negotiate rates with all noncors 
customers down to a floor of short-run marginal cost, and 
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that "'ne9otiated [OR rates could conceivably approach tho 
variable cost of transnission currently estImated at l¢ por 
thor",.. Thoy argue. that "by definition, tho 'variable cost 
of transmissIon' includes the cost of fuel (use).'" 
Thorefore, if they included a separate charge for fuel use 
in their contracts, they would be imposing a second charge 
for incremental fuel use. 

3. SoCal continues by stating that "EOR revenues are 
strictly incremental, and none of the costs of utility 
service are allocated to the tOR markot. Therefore, EOR 
revenues above variable cost constitute pure benefit to 
other ratepayers with no risk of imposing additional costs. 1f 

4. In response to the ORA argument that the Harbor contract 
imposes a risk. of rising fuel costs on other ratepayers, 
SoCal states that "as long as the negotiated EOR rate is 
above the variable cost floor (l¢ per therm), the contract 
imposes no risk. on other ratepayers." 

5. Regarding the DRA protest of the Harbor contract 
escalation rate, SoCal cites o. 85-12-102 (p. 25b) which 
states "this escalation rate will be limited to a range of 
three to five percentW and further that it will be 
"'escalated by changes in the utilities' margin in subsequent 
years.· 

6. In response to the DRA complaint that tho contract 
should have a clause allowing for periodic reopening of the 
contract terms, SoCal cites D. 86-12-009 (p. 68) arguing 
that the coro~ission authorizes that EOR contracts "having 
terns of 5, 10, 15 or even 20 years may be necessary to 
satisfy their service needs W and that "the utilities nay 
need to secure a 'pricing premium' to respond to the 'added 
riSKS' of such long-terA contracts, but nowhere does it 
mention a reopener clause. n 

7. soCal adds that they have included a 50\ take-or-pay 
requirement rather than a reopener clause to respond to the 
risk of a 15-year contract, as suggested by the Commission 
in D. 85-12-102. 

DISCUSSION 

1. 'l'he Comnission segregated EOR custoners from other 
ratepayers in Decision 85-12-102, allowing the utilities the 
negotiating flexibility they required to moet the needs of 
their EOR custom~rs and to neet the competition of the 
interstate pipeline proposals. Tho commission limited the 
escalation rate to a range of three to five percent, but 
added further that the nutilities will be free to negotiate 
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any typo of appropriato escalation factors (such an an 
escalation index based on changes in field crude oil prices) 
or other rate provisions as appropriate for EOR customers." 

2. 0.85-12-102 also stated that nshould a negotiated rate 
ever become less than the floor described above (3¢ per 
therm at the time). Ghareholders will be at risk for making 
up tho deficiency.- And, Finding 54 (at p.46) states: NA 
50\ take-or-pay provision is a reasonable condition to all 
long-term transportation agreements in order to encourage 
transportation customers to transport their own gas for the 
entire life of their contract." 

3. 0.85-12-102 set contract term minimums at 5 years, 
envisioning contracts u~ to even 20 years. No conditions 
were placed on the util1ties to establish contract 
reopeners, but instead, the utilities were urged to 
negotiate the best terms possible with this new, emerging 
market. 

4. In an continuing effort to support the utilities in 
negotiating EOR contracts at substantially competitive rates 
to the extent that the EOR customers would be retained on 
the utility systems and the utilities would avoid the threat 
of bypass, the Commission determined that all EOR revenues 
were to be treated as incremental. D. 86-12-009 established 
that the floor for this market w~s l¢ per thermo O.S7-05-
046 changed the incentive mechanism established in D.85-12-
102[1] to reflect the lower floor rate of 1¢ per therro, 
allocating revenues above the floor rate 5\ to shareholders 
and 95% to ratepayers. 

5. The implementation decision 0.87-12-039 resolves the 
final issue whether or not incremental fuel use is included 
in the calculation of short-run narginal costs, or, the 
floor rate. The SoCal Cost Allocation Sunnary in D.87-12-
039 (p.80) identifies Franchise and Uncollectibles, Company 
Use Gas, and (Lost and Unaccounted For Gas) in the 
development of the short-run marginal cost nethodoloqy. The 
inclusion of Company Use Gas within this calculation 
establishes that the incremental gas used for transport has 
been considered in the floor rate. 

6. The staff of the Comnission Advisory and Compliance 
Division (CA&CD) has reviewed the terns of soCal's Harbor 

1 Based on 3¢ per therm, the incentive mechanism applied to 
amounts collected above 3¢ per therrn, allocating 25% of any 
overage to shareholders and 75% to ratepayers. 
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EOR contract and haa determined th~t it is in compliance 
with Commission Decisions 85-12-102, 86-12-009, 87-05-046 
and 
8"1-12-039. 

7. Public notification of those filings has been made by 
mailing copies of the advice letter to other utilities, 
governmental agencies, and to all interested parties who 
requested them. 

8. No other protests were received regarding this advice 
filing. 

9. Based on CACO revinw of the fil ing, incl\l(Ung the 
protests and soCal Gas' response, the Commission concurs 
with soCal Gas' advice letter and with the response to the 
protests. 

10. The najor concern raised by DRA is that the general body 
of ratepayers not subsidize service to EOR customers. This 
concern apparently precipitated from 0.87-03-044, which 
lowered noncore ceiling rates from unsealed replacement cost 
down to embedded cost. By lowering ceiling rates, the 
Commission did not intend to suggest that SoCal or PG&E 
would be expected to recover revenues fron. EOR customers 
based on full embedded cost. such a requirement would be 
contrary to the Commission's cornmitt~ent to provide reliahlo 
and competitive service to the EOR market. 

11. The EOR narket is attractive because it represents 
increnental load at a time when SoCal and PG&E have eXcess 
capacity to serve this load. As long as the rates 
negotiated with EOR customers exceed the marginal cost of 
service, all ratepayers will benefit from the additional 
contribution to cover the utilities' fixed cost. The adage 
that Ifsome margin is better than none" explains why the 
floor was set at a rate equal to short-run marginal cost in 
D.86-12-009. It also explains the Commission's opposition 
before FERC regarding the certification of a new interstate 
pipeline to serve the EOR narket. serving the incremental 
EOR market with the utilities' eXistin9 facilities can be 
positive for ratepay~Y~ because there IS no subsidy flowing 
to the EOR market, as long as rates exceed the marginal cost 
of service. 

12. In O.86-12-00~. th~ Conmission required the utilities to 
file all long-term contracts (contracts with terms of five 
years or morc) with the Commission for approval by advice 
letter. This procedure was instituted to protect ratepayers 
from SOJile of the risks inherent in long-term contracts that 
offer pricing certainty. It also affords the Commission 
with the opportunity to assure that all long-term contracts 
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are consistent with tho guidelines established in D.86-12-
009 and D.86-12-010. The Commission has reviewed tho 
socal/llarbor contract to see that it moots the general 
guidelines ostablished in 0.86-12-009. Bnt, this roview 
should not insulate utilities f1'o1.\ their responsibility to 
negotiate reasonable lonq-ten'l\ contracts in the interest of 
all utility ratepayers. The COIl1r1ission has r.tated in 0.86-
12-009 that tho utilitios bear sone of tho risks of 10nq
term contracts anJ arc responsible for negotiating contracts 
that are consistent with market realities (0.86-112-009 at 
mirneo pp. 41-42). 

13. DRA states its concern over tho 3\ to 5\ escalation 
factor, the 15 year contract term, and the treatment of fuel 
and line losses. The Commission finds particular merit in 
ORA's comments regardit'(j fuel and lino losses, and reopener 
provisions due to substantially changed oircumstances. 
However, while DRA's points are well taken, the commission 
believes that on balance, the SoCal Harbor contract is 
reasonable in light of current market conditions and the 
importance of serving the EOR market. 

14. As discussed above, the fact that the negotiated 3.675 
cent/therm rate is below enbedded cost does not indicate 
that it is unreasonable. The negotiated rate is clearly 
above the 1 cent/therm floor established in 0.86-12-009. 
The Commission believes that the negotiated rata bears a 
reasOl,able relationship to current Market conditions and 
will provide ratepayel"S with significant marqin contribution 
over the life of the contract. 

FINDINGS 

1. ~he enhanced oil recovery market currently represents 
the larqest new market for natural gas in California. 

2. It is reasonable for SoCal Gas to provide service to 
Harbor under the terms and conditions of this contract to 
maintain sales at competitive natural gas prices, in 
accordance with Decision 86-12-009. 

3. We find that said agree~ents co~ply with our guidelines 
for long-term gas transportation rates, therefore, 
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IT IS ORDERED, thatl 

1. southorn California Gas companr is authorized, 
under tho provisions of Publio uti Ities code 
sections 491 and 532, to entor into the a9r~en~nts 
with Harbor cO<jencration Company for the 
transportation of natural gas as submitted by Advice 
Letter 1746-G. 

1. southern California Gas shall be required to 
furnish data to establish the volumes, price, and 
priority used for this contract, and the contribution 
to margin fro~ this contract annually, and at the 
time of each revision in the transportation rate, 
beginning sixty (60) days after the first such 
revision in rates. This information shall be sent to 
the Chief of the Energy Branch, conmission Advisory 
and Compliance Division. 

3. Advice letter 1746 and the accompaning 
agreement shall be narked to show that they were 
approved by Commission Resolution G-2770. 

4. This Resolution shall be served on all parties 
to the Commission's ongoing Rate Design proceedings 
in 011 86-06-005 and OIR 86-06-006. 

5. This Resolution is effective today. 

I certify that this Resolution was adopted by tho Public utilities 
cOI'llilission at its regular meeting of January 28 t' 19aa.·. The 
following Commissioners approved it::/ . ';>., .. ! 

STANLEY W. HULhTf 
President 

DONAI.D Vl~ 
FREDERICK R DUDA 
G. MITCHEI.L WILK 
JOHN 11 OHANIAN 

Comml~ion("fs 

:'.: . 0/ l .. ~:. J J 

~ ___ ----'~.-=-'llll= "! 

. l>irector 


